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ABSTRACT: Forecasting financial currency markets
is an extremely challenging problem because of the
complex and highly chaotic nature of such markets.
Motivated by the substantial profits that could be
gained by having a system that could accurately
predict large trends in the market, financial
institutions are looking on advances in machine
learning, neural networks, and statistics to provide
them with another analysis tool. Researchers are
investigating the use of back-propagation neural
networks for financial time series prediction, due to
their success on other pattern recognition problems
such as machine & handwritten character recognition.
However, to date their performance has been
considerably lower than that achieved on the
character recognition problem domain. This is due in
large part to the tremendous amount of noise inherent
in the data, which hinders the learning of good
mapping functions. We believe that redundant
forecasting through the synergistic use of multiple
neural network predictors in combination with an
intelligent decision aggregation scheme, may be the
key to increasing the success rate of computer-aided
forecasting systems. In this paper, we conduct an
empirical and comparative study on the use of
alternative methods for data preprocessing, fitness
evaluation, and decision fusion. We demonstrate the
advantage of our multiple classifier approach in
predicting changes in the foreign exchange rate of the
U.S. Dollar versus the German Mark over 250 days of
trading.

Keywords: financial market analysis, time series
prediction, classifier fusion, evidential reasoning,
neural networks

1. Introduction

Recently, the idea of combining multiple neural
networks has become an area of great interest
amongst pattern recognition researchers [3], [4],

[5]. The rationale behind this current direction is
that often real-world problems are far too
complex for any single method to generate the
best results for all possible types of inputs.
Instead, an ensemble consisting of multiple
models is learned, and then the classification
decision is made by combining the classifications
of the individual models. This approach has led
to improved recognition rates over any of the
individual constituents of the ensemble.
However, the amount of improvement in
accuracy has been found to be directly related to
the “error independence” of the individual
classifiers. Hence, this scheme has typically been
applied to the fusion of complementary or
orthogonal feature sets, such as strokes and
cavities for character recognition, since
classifiers based on very different feature sets
often make errors in an uncorrelated manner.

In the future, we intend to explore the
aggregation of forecasting models based on
multiple feature sets such as wavelet and Fourier
coefficients. However, in this paper we study the
benefits of combining single layered feed-
forward neural networks trained by back-
propagation on an identical data set. In this case,
network diversity was achieved by the inherent
randomness associated with the back-propagation
algorithm’s initialization of a network’s weights.
Pattern classifiers trained in this manner can be
viewed as approximations from different
directions to the same goal, somewhat like
reaching the peak of a mountain from different
starting conditions. Hence, each classifier may
behave differently with each individual input
pattern, however in the long run their error rates
will be nearly the same. Under these
circumstances, the fusion of redundant classifiers
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can potentially improve the overall performance
of the system by reducing the uncertainty
associated with the classification, just as in
everyday life we often consult more than one
expert before making an important decision.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we provide an overview of our multi-classifier
system for predicting financial markets. Section 3
discusses the design of the Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) classifier used for time-series
prediction, including the alternative cost or error
functions utilized during the back-propagation
learning of the network parameters. Section 4
describes the fusion methodologies explored for
the aggregation of the prediction decisions. The
latter sections present experimental results
conducted on the U.S Dollar vs. German Mark
financial currency data and the conclusions that
may be drawn from this study.

2.  The System

Since different pattern classifiers will exhibit
different strengths and weaknesses, we propose a
multiple neural-based classifier system for
financial time-series prediction which contains an
intelligent decision making scheme that fuses the
predictions, such that each classifier’s
deficiencies are compensated for while
preserving its strengths. A number of different
strategies exist in combining classifier decisions.
Two or more classifiers may be concatenated so
that the output of one of them becomes the input
to another, or they may be operated in parallel.
We choose the later variant, where the group of
classifiers to be combined can be viewed as a
group of experts looking at the same problem
from their individual points of view and stating
their individual prediction about the future trend.
The task performed by the decision module is to
combine the predictions in a manner such that the
overall uncertainty associated with the final
decision is reduced. A block diagram of the
proposed system is shown in Figure 1.

3.  A Neural Network for Forecasting

Figure 1.  Fusion of multiple neural classifiers
for improved financial market analysis.

The most successful Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) to be applied to pattern recognition tasks
is the standard fully connected multi-layered
perceptron net. It learns a mapping between input
and output pairs by adapting its weights through
back-propagation learning algorithm. Figure 2
shows the one-layer architecture used in our
financial time-series prediction experiments.

The model assumes there exists an underlying
complex relationship between the current return
and the prior returns over a twenty-day period,
hence the input layer contains 20 neurons.
Generally, a single output neuron having a
nonlinear hyperbolic tangent activation function
is used to produce values within the range of [-
1,1], where its sign indicates the direction of
change in the market [1], [2].  However, in our
multiple classifier system we would like to be
able to interpret the network outputs as Bayesian
a posteriori probability estimates, which can then
be easily combined using evidential reasoning
methods. Richard and Lippmann [6] showed that
Bayesian probabilities are estimated when the
desired network outputs are 1 of M classes (one
output is unity for the correct class, all others are
zero), and the network is trained by minimizing
the expected mean square error (MSE) or the
cross-entropy cost function. Thus, we utilize two
neurons in the output layer having a sigmoidal
activation function  [0-1]. One of the output
neurons is used to indicate the prediction of an
upward trend, while the other indicates a
downward trend in the market as shown in Figure
2.
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Figure 2.  A single-layered perceptron used
for financial forecasting.

The network parameters were optimized using
back-propagation learning with the following
variants. First, the weight update rule was
modified to include a momentum term α, which
along with the learning rate η were adapted
during training from their initial values of 0.9,
and 0.1, respectively. At each training epoch, the
training patterns were presented sequentially to
the network for weight updating. In addition, we
incorporated the oddness symmetry “hint” into
the learning process by presenting each training
instance followed by its negation of both the
input vector and its target value. In [2], it was
shown that the symmetry “hint” improves the
generalization ability of the network, by
preventing overfitting, and by restricting the
number of solutions the network may settle into.
Finally, we experimented with using both the
squared-error and the cross-entropy cost
functions for optimizing the network weights.

3.1 Mean Square Error

The traditional mean square error function is the
most popular cost function used in the majority
of applications for optimizing the weights of a
neural network. It has demonstrated good
performance on real-world problems, and can be
used for prediction, classification and regression.
It assumes that the network’s “error” will be
normally distributed about the predicted values.

In situations in which this is true, the Gaussian
probability distribution is appropriate and the
error term to be minimized is the mean square
error. The error function and its derivative used
for weight update are:
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where, σ2 is typically fixed to be 1 and tk is the kth

neuron’s target value and yk its output. When the
Bayesian a posteriori probabilities are estimated
correctly, the classification error rate will be
minimized, and the outputs sum to one such that
they can be interpreted as probabilities.

3.2 Cross-Entropy Error

Another popular cost function measures the
cross-entropy between actual outputs and desired
outputs, which are treated as Bayesian
probabilities. Motivation for its use lies in the
assumption that the desired outputs are
independent, binary, random variables, such that
the network’s “error” will be binomially
distributed. Therefore, given binary target values
of  0 and 1, we can write the learning objective in
terms of the relative or cross-entropy of the target
value to the actual output of the network. The
minimizing error function becomes:
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where, tk is the kth neuron’s target value and yk its
output. This cost function can be interpreted as
minimizing the Kullback-Liebler probability
distance measure.  It weights errors more heavily
than the squared-error term, and thus the trained
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network tends do a better job of predicting large
changes in the market at the expense of
misclassifying smaller variations. For our
application this bias is desirable since a failure to
detect large shifts in the market is far more costly
than failing to detect smaller movements.

4. Combining Classifier Predictions

The fusion methodologies investigated for
combining the predictions of the different neural
classifiers ranged from simple techniques,
requiring little computation such as majority
voting and averaging, to the more
computationally intensive evidential reasoning
techniques: Bayesian, Dempster-Shafer’s rule,
and fuzzy integral fusion. In this section, we
describe each method of combination employed
in generating the final prediction decision.

4.1 Majority Vote

This scheme tallies the classification votes from
all networks, then chooses the prediction yielding
the maximum number or that which was
indicated by the majority (e.g., at least 3 out of 5
classifiers).

4.2 Arithmetic Mean

In this combination scheme, we simply average
the individual classifier outputs. The maximum
of the averaged values is chosen as the correct
prediction class.

y c = 1
n

yc,ii
∑

where,  n is the number of classifiers.

4.3 Bayesian Evidential Reasoning

The Bayesian evidential reasoning technique is
strongly    founded    upon    the   framework    of

Figure 3. Information fusion through
Bayesian evidential reasoning.

probability theory, however the underlying
assumptions  it  requires  for  the  propagation  of
beliefs may or may not be true in practical
situations. For example, Bayesian reasoning
assumes that the pieces of evidence Ei to be
aggregated are statistically independent. This
assumption may not be true in cases where causal
or contextual relationships exist, however for the
purposes of fusing multiple neural forecasters we
will assume that the evidence sources are
“ independent” with respect to the errors they
make. Figure 3. shows the information fusion
process under an evidential reasoning framework.

Bayesian theory uses an “Odds-Likelihood
Ratio” formulation of Bayes’ rule to aggregate
the evidence from multiple sources. The a priori
odds O(H) of a given class hypothesis H (e.g.,
upward trend, downward trend) is related to its a
priori probability P(H) by the following
relations:

O(H) = P(H)
P(~ H)

   and  P(H) = O(H )
1+ O( H)

where ~H means “not H”. The likelihood of the
evidence Ei, given that the hypothesis H is true,
is:

L(Ei | H) =
P(Ei | H )

P(Ei
|~ H)
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The class probabilities for each hypothesis may
be estimated from training data, and the neural
network outputs divided by these probabilities to
produce scaled likelihoods, where the scaling
factor is the reciprocal of the unconditional input
probability.

The formula for updating the a posteriori odds of
a hypothesis H, given the evidence Ei observed
is:

)|
1

()(),...,2,1|( H
n
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=

= .

and, the “belief” or a posterior probability for a
hypothesis is simply:

P(H | E1,E2,...,En ) =
O(H | E1,E2,...,En )

1+ O( H | E1,E2,...,En )
.

The final prediction is chosen to be that
hypothesis H having the greatest probability
given the accumulated evidence.

4.4 Dempster-Shafer’s Evidential Reasoning

Dempster-Shafer’s (DS) theory of evidence is
another tool for representing and combining
evidence, which is considered to be a
generalization of Bayesian theory. It is more
flexible than Bayesian when our knowledge is
incomplete, by permitting the assignment of an
ignorance term rather than forcing an over-
commitment towards “belief” or “disbelief” in a
hypothesis. Rather than representing the
probability of a hypothesis H by a single value
P(H), DS theory binds the probability to a
subinterval [Bel(H),Pl(H)] of the interval [0,1],
where Bel(H) - “belief” and Pl(H) - “plausibility”
represent the lower and upper bounds on the
probability, such that:

Bel(H) ≤ P(H) ≤ Pl(H ).

When Bel(H)=Pl(H), Dempster-Shafer theory
reduces to Bayesian.

According to D-S theory, the set of all possible
outcomes (i.e., the sample space) in a random
experiment is called the frame of discernment
(FOD) denoted by Θ. For our problem, the frame
of discernment would be Θ={upward trend,
downward trend}. Associated with each of the
neural network classifiers is a basic probability
assignment (bpa), which expresses the degree to
which the evidence confirms or supports a
hypothesis. It is assigned according to the neural
network output yk, and is estimated from the
statistics of the training set.

Given two bpa’s m1(•) and m2(•) discerned in the
same frame, their combined belief in a hypothesis
H can be computed using Dempster’s rule of
combination:

m1⊕2(H) =
m1(B)m2(C)

B∩C=H
∑

1− m1(B)m2(C)
B∩C=∅

∑

This rule is applied recursively until the evidence
from all n sources is aggregated. The output of
the D-S fusion module is the following interval
of belief:

Belief(H) = m1⊕2⊕3⊕...⊕n(H)

Plausibility(H) = 1 - Belief(~H)

Belief Interval = [Bel(H), Pl(H)].

Then, the final prediction hypothesis having the
largest amount of “support” with the smallest
uncertainty (i.e., the difference Pl(H)-Bel(H)) is
chosen.

4.5 Fuzzy Integral Fusion

The fuzzy evidential reasoning scheme views the
outputs of multiple networks or experts as
independent sources of "objective" or "observed"
evidence, which is combined with an evaluation
of the "relevance" or "importance" of that
evidence with respect to each hypothesis. The
combination of both types of information is
accomplished using a fuzzy aggregation operator
called the fuzzy integral. The fuzzy integral is a
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nonlinear function defined with respect to a fuzzy
measure, which is a generalization of a
probability measure, that replaces the additivity
property  (i.e. P(A) + P(~A) = 1) with a weaker
monotonicity condition. The "relevance" of an
information source is captured by this fuzzy
measure or density, which may be subjectively
assigned by a human, or estimated from the
training data. The fuzzy integral operator
integrates the outputs of the neural network
experts with respect to this aggregated relevance
function to compute the possibility expectation
between the pooled evidence and it's combined
relevance. As shown in Figure 4, the fuzzy
integration or possibility expectation may be
interpreted as searching for the maximal
agreement between the actual evidence, and its
aggregated relevance.

Algorithm:

For all c classes or hypotheses {
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Separate aggregation networks are needed for
fusing information regarding each hypothesis.
The final prediction classification or hypothesis
decision is taken to be the one returning the
largest fuzzy integral value as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Fuzzy integration.

5. Experimental Results

The data used to evaluate our system consisted of
the closing prices of the U.S. Dollar versus the
German Mark currency exchange rate over a
four-year period. The prices (Pt) were normalized
to compute the daily return (Rt) using the
following formula:

Rt =
Pt − Pt − 1

Pt −1

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 ×100%

A plot of the computed daily returns is shown in
Figure 5. This normalized data was then divided
into three sets with the first 500 samples used to
train the neural networks, and the remaining
samples divided into two test sets. We chose to
combine five neural networks each trained in the
same manner, although due to random weight
initialization, each network started at a different
point in the error surface. Table 1 presents the
prediction hit rate results for the neural networks
trained using the squared-error function and the
“oddness” symmetry hint.  The performance on
the second test set is lower due to the fact that the
training data is not representative of the current
market status, but instead is “out-of-date”. Table
2  presents  the  prediction  hit  rate results for the
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Figure 5. U.S. Dollar vs. German Mark
exchange rates.

neural networks trained using the cross-entropy
cost function and the “oddness” symmetry hint.
The results are lower because this cost function
tends to predict only large trends in the market at
the expense of smaller variations.

Having trained our neural-based forecasters, the
goal is to combine the outputs from the
individual networks to obtain an overall
prediction of the market trend. Five different
fusion methodologies were implemented and
tested. Table 3 & 4 present the prediction hit
rates on the two different test sets obtained by
combining the five neural networks trained using
the MSE error and the “oddness” symmetry hint.
By examining the results, we see that there is a
clear benefit in using evidential reasoning
methods for fusing the individual network
predictions. We obtained nearly a 15% increase
in performance over the predictions of the
individual neural classifiers

6. Conclusions

We introduced a multiple “redundant” neural-
based classifier system for financial market
analysis. Each classifier was trained in an
identical manner, however random weight
initialization provided some network diversity.
The objective functions used to optimize the
network weights produced estimates of the

Bayesian a po sterior probabilities, which can
easily be converted to scaled likelihoods, and
then combined for higher level decision making.
An intelligent information fusion scheme was
used to combine the predictions of the individual
classifiers, such that the accuracy and reliability
of the final prediction was improved. We
obtained nearly a 15% increase in performance
over the predictions of the individual neural
classifiers. In the future, we intend to investigate
the generation of complementary forecasters
through the use of time-frequency
transformations.
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Table-1 Performance of networks trained using the MSE and “oddness”  symmetry hint .
             % IN Samples
        Total Samples = 500
            (1 … 500 days)

            % OUT Samples
         Total Samples = 253
            (501 … 753 days)

          % OUT Samples
       Total Samples = 250
         (754 … 1003 days)

 Classifiers     Correct       Error      Correct        Error     Correct       Error
         1      70.00      30.00      60.10      39.90      53.80      46.20
         2      71.10      28.90      62.80      37.20      54.60      45.40
         3      72.39      27.61      57.80      42.20      52.40      47.60
         4      71.60      28.40      58.27      41.73      54.40      45.60
         5      71.20      28.80      61.30      38.70      55.00      45.00

Table-2 Performance of networks trained using the Cross-Entropy error & “oddness” hint.
            % IN Samples
        Total Samples = 500
             (1 … 500 days)

           % OUT Samples
         Total Samples = 253
            (501 … 753 days)

         % OUT Samples
      Total Samples = 250
        (754 … 1003 days)

 Classifiers     Correct       Error      Correct        Error     Correct       Error
         1      66.00      34.00      48.20      51.80      43.20      56.80
         2      68.30      31.70      51.00      49.00      39.60      60.40
         3      64.18      35.82      52.80      47.20      41.80      58.20
         4      66.20      33.80      55.05      44.95      44.00      56.00
         5      63.30      36.70      52.35      47.65      43.10      56.90

Table-3 Performance combining five networks trained using MSE error and “oddness” symmetry
              hint over the first test set consisting of (501 … 753 days).

      Majority
          Vote

      Arithmetic
          Mean

       Bayesian
      Reasoning

     Dempster-
       Shafer

       Fuzzy
      Integral

Correct         56.80         54.50         65.80         60.90         64.00
Error         43.20         45.50         34.20         39.10         36.00

Table-4 Performance combining five networks trained using MSE error and “oddness” symmetry
              hint over the second test set consisting of (754 … 1003 days).

      Majority
          Vote

      Arithmetic
          Mean

       Bayesian
      Reasoning

     Dempster-
       Shafer

       Fuzzy
      Integral

Correct         42.40         40.80         58.80         55.90         61.00
Error         57.60         59.20         41.20         44.10         39.00


